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Art
Examination Board: AQA
Syllabus: 7242 (Fine Art)

Why choose to study Art? 
Art is a course that is both enjoyable and rewarding. It’s a chance for you to 
unlock your creativity and experiment with a range of media, including drawing, 
painting, digital media and printing. Building on prior skills and knowledge you 
will develop techniques in a range of artistic styles. You will explore and gain an 
understanding of the visual world around you and investigate ways to record 
images and develop your knowledge of genres in art and art history.

The course emphasises the importance of independent learning and self-
directed research, exploration and experimentation.

Art is not only for students who wish to pursue a career in the artistic 
industry, it will allow you to develop transferable skills such as problem solving, 
contextual thinking, analysis and greater visual literacy.

Gallery visits are an integral part of the course and students will be encouraged 
to visit galleries in their own time as well as planned visits in school.

Course content 

COMPONENT: TYPE OF ASSESSMENT WEIGHTING 

Unit 1: Personal 
Investigation 

(Coursework)

Internally set 
Internally marked 
Externally moderated

60%

Unit 4: Externally set 
assignment

Internally set 
Internally marked 
Externally moderated

40%

You will keep a journal throughout the course, developing a portfolio of  
work. This should show individual interpretation of  each unit showcasing 
different techniques and media and your understanding of  artworks.

Career opportunities 
The course is a valuable starting point for students considering a career 
within a creative or media based industry and will promote a questioning and 
sensitive approach contributing towards a balanced programme of study.

However some students who follow this course may not intend to pursue 
such a career and Art is used to provide a broader range of  subjects or to 
compliment more traditionally academic choices. It is worth noting though 
that many employers increasingly value creative thinking.
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Product Design: 
Graphics
Examination Board: Edexcel

Why choose to study Graphic Products?
Edexcel’s A Level in Design & Technology: Product Design – Graphic 
Products emphasises two key factors; creativity and sustainability. Students 
are encouraged to explore ideas of  originality and value, to question 
and challenge, to envisage what could be. All modern designers have to 
consider sustainable issues when designing new products. A sign of  the 
modern technological age that we live in is that human actions have had a 
negative impact on our environment, therefore products should provide 
solutions rather than add to the existing problems of  extraction, use of  
natural resources, pollution from manufacturing and disposal of  large 
amounts of  waste products. 

Good design is vital to our world and economy and we need future 
designers with a passion for designing their futures. The course seeks to 
develop knowledge, understanding, skills and application for designing 
products. Graphic Products encompasses a wide range of  design disciplines 
but is firmly rooted in the skills required to design and make high-quality 
products, ones that are fit for purpose and satisfy needs and wants, enhance 
our day to day lives and offer the opportunity to demonstrate your design 
and technology capability.

Exhibition and gallery visits are an integral part of  the course and students 
will be encouraged to visit them in their own time as well as planned visits 
in school.

A Level Course content
Component 1: Principles of Design and Technology  
(Paper code: 9DT0/01)*

Written examination: 2 hours 30 minutes • 50% of the qualification • 120 marks

Content overview includes: 

Materials, performance characteristics of  materials, processes and 
techniques, digital technologies, factors influencing the development of  
products, effects of  technological developments, potential hazards and risk 
assessment, features of  manufacturing industries, designing for maintenance 
and the cleaner environment, current legislation, information handling, 
Modelling and forward planning, further processes and techniques

Assessment overview

•  The paper includes calculations, short-open and open-response 
questions as well as extended-writing questions focused on:

 • Analysis and evaluation of  design decisions and outcomes, against a 
technical principle, for prototypes made by others.

 • Analysis and evaluation of  wider issues in design technology, including 
social, moral, ethical and environmental impacts.

•  Students must answer all questions.

•  Students must have calculators and rulers in the examination.

Component 2: Independent Design and Make Project  
(Paper code: 9DT0/02)

Non-examined assessment • 50% of  the qualification • 120 marks

Content overview includes:

•  Identify a problem and design context.

•  Computer aided design and evidence of  modelling.

•  Solutions through practical making activities with evidence of  project 
management and plan for production.

•  Students will incorporate issues related to sustainability and the impact 
their prototype may have on the environment.

•  Analyse and evaluate design decisions and outcomes for prototypes/
products made by themselves and others.

Assessment overview

•  The investigation report is internally assessed and externally moderated.

•  Students will produce a substantial design, make and evaluate  
project which consists of  a portfolio and a prototype 

•  The portfolio will contain approximately 40 sides of  A3 paper  
(or electronic equivalent)

There are four parts to the assessment:

• Part 1: Identifying Opportunities for Design

• Part 2: Designing a Prototype

• Part 3: Making a Prototype

• Part 4: Evaluating own Design and Prototype

Career opportunities
The A Level course is a valuable starting point for students considering 
a career within a creative or media based industry and will promote 
a questioning and creative approach contributing towards a balanced 
programme of  study. Students can progress onto many levels of  design 
course, including Art and Design Foundation courses (This is a one year 
course that most students take before they take a degree course in a 
specific area of  design), Degree level courses and vocational courses in 
many fields of  design.

There are considerable further education and career opportunities that 
stem from the A Level course, a number of  examples are below:

• Architecture 

• Logo Design

• Interior Design

• Media & Advertising

• Museum & Gallery

• Visual Merchandising

• Teacher or Lecturer

• Photographer

• Prop and Set Design

• Industrial Design

• Graphic Design

• Illustration

• Web Design

• Packaging Design & Manufacturing

• Printing

• 3D Print Design & Manufacturing

• Draughtsperson

• Animation

• Vehicle Design
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UNIT/MODULE TYPE OF ASSESSMENT WEIGHTING 

Unit 1: 

Performing Music

A public performance of  one or more 
pieces, performed as a recital

• Performance can be playing or singing 
solo, in an ensemble, improvising, or 
realising music using music technology

• The total performance time across all 
pieces must be a minimum of   
8 minutes

30%

Unit 2:

Composing

Total of  two compositions, one to a 
brief  set by Pearson and one either 
free composition

• Total time across both submissions must 
be a minimum of  6 minutes

30%

Unit 3:

Appraising

Knowledge and understanding of  musical 
elements, contexts and language

• Application of  knowledge through the 
context of  six areas of  study, each with 
three set work:

– Vocal Music

– Instrumental Music

– Music for Film

– Popular Music and Jazz

– Fusions

– New Directions

• Application of  knowledge also of  
unfamiliar works

40%

Career opportunities
The course is designed to allow students the opportunity to deepen their 
understanding of  Music. It provides the necessary background needed to 
follow a specialist degree course in Music at University or Music College. 
Possible career paths that could follow are teaching, academia, sound 
engineering, performance and composition. However studying Music 
provides many transferable skills such as: working with others, listening  
and analytical thinking, researching skills, confidence, being reflective and 
having the ability to be critical in order to develop and refine. 

Music
Exam Board: Edexcel 
Syllabus: (9MU0)

Why choose to study Music? 
If  you are interested in musical performance, composition and harmony, 
historical works and theory then this is the course for you. If  you intend to 
pursue a career in Music – teaching, performance or composition, then this 
course will provide you with the necessary grounding before moving onto 
a specialist degree course in Music. However it is also suited to those that 
simply love Music and wish to develop their skills in performing, composing 
and historical musical analysis. 

Music is taught predominantly as a practical subject where students will 
be expected to use their Instrument(s). Students are expected to have 
an Instrumental teacher, participate in Extra Curricular activities and will 
perform in Concerts throughout the Year. Music is also a highly academic, 
logical and intellectual subject and as such students will be required to use 
their research and analytical skills when studying set works, make notes 
and take part in varied discussions. Students will also be expected to follow 
a score and have a good understanding of  Music Theory. Singing will also 
form a large part of  this course, as this develops the ability to internalise 
sound and general musicianship. The minimum requirement for entry onto 
the course is Grade 5 on an Instrument. 

Students will be encouraged to attend Live Music at the many prestigious 
Concert Halls in London and will be given the opportunity of  work 
experience through Instrumental Teaching at The Compton.

What will you learn? 
The course encompasses 3 strands: Performance, Composition and 
Listening & Analysis. It is expected that you will fulfil the requirements 
of  the Performance component independently, with your Instrumental 
Teacher. As part of  Composition you will study basic harmony and stylistic 
procedures. You will be expected to notate your compositions, using 
traditional notation. You will study and learn about Music from 2 different 
Areas of  Study. This will cover a wide range of  musical styles and genres, but 
mostly focus on the Western Classical Tradition. You will be expected to be 
able to follow a score in order to carry out in depth analysis of  each Setwork. 
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Drama and Theatre
Examination Board: Edexcel
Syllabus: 9DR0 

Why choose to study Drama and Theatre?
Students will be taught through practical and theory based lessons. With 
an emphasis on practical exploration of  plays, students will devise, practice 
and reflect to develop their breadth of  understanding of  theatre. They will 
rehearse and perform to live audiences as a group as well as delivering 
monologues and duologues. Students are also given the opportunity to 
develop their independence by creating their own original piece of  drama. 
Finally, students written skills will be tested through exploration of  two 
playtexts. Students will be given the opportunity to visit the theatre every 
term over the two years of  the course to experience a variety of  live 
performances.

Course content 
Students will learn how to use their knowledge and understanding of  
theatrical forms to explore, critically analyse and perform a minimum 
of  five plays. This will include an in-depth study of  a play from the point 
of  view of  a director, performer and designer, studying a second play in 
light of  a practitioner and focusing on contemporary audiences and finally 
analysis of  a play through writing a theatre review. They will also be asked 
to create an original performance using the devising process and create a 
portfolio to support this.

UNIT/MODULE TYPE OF ASSESSMENT WEIGHTING 

Component 1:

Devising

Unit code 9DR0/ 01

Devise an original 
performance piece

(DESIGN OPTION 
AVAILABLE)

This internally assessed unit 
requires students to explore one 
play and a practitioner as a stimulus 
to develop their own understanding 
and interpretation of  theatre. 
They must create a portfolio of  
their process (60marks) and a final 
performance (20marks).

40%

Component 2: 

Text in Performance

Unit code 9DR0/ 02 

Perform a scene from 
one play as a group.

Perform a monologue/
duologue from 

another play.

(DESIGN OPTION 
AVAILABLE)

This is an externally assessed unit. 
This requires students to perform 
either a monologue or duologue 
from one play as well as students 
performing in a group from a 
contrasting play (60marks).

20%

Component 3: 

Theatre Makers in 
Practice

Unit code 9DR0/ 03

A: Live Theatre 
evaluation (20marks)

B: Page to Stage: 
Realising a performance 
text (36marks)

C: Interpreting a 
performance text 
(24marks)

This is a written exam.

This externally assessed unit takes 
the form of  a 2½ hour written 
paper in three sections. 

Students are allowed to take 500 
words of  notes with them into 
the exam.

Students will study a play and 
respond to two questions in section 
B from the point of  view of  the 
performer and designer.

Students will study a second play 
and will respond to one question 
by demonstrating how they have 
considered producing this play to 
a contemporary audience in light 
of  a practitioner and demonstrate 
an awareness of  the play in its 
original conditions.

40%

Career opportunities 
A Drama A-Level provides students with a wide range of  transferable 
skills, which are important for many careers. Skills that are gained include 
teamwork, planning and critical thinking. Jobs that directly link to the 
theatre industry include acting, directing and stage management work. 
In addition, other jobs are teaching, journalism or social work. This course 
provides an excellent foundation for Drama schools or a degree in Drama, 
English and Media.
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Business Studies
Examination Board: AQA
Syllabus: 7132

Why choose to study Business Studies? 
Studying Business Studies as an ‘A’ Level allows students to enhance their 
understanding about a variety of  different topics including:

• The internal functions of contemporary business organisations of all types

• The dynamic external environment within which businesses operate and 
the effects this can have upon decision-making within a business

• Major topical issues that can generate change

The variety of  topics allows students to be better prepared for the 
challenges faced at higher education level. The course also helps students 
to build on their current knowledge and acquire a range of  important and 
transferable skills.

As a Business Studies ‘A’ Level student you will be exposed to a diverse 
range of  teaching styles where the emphasis will always be on adapting to 
the needs of  the class. Students will be expected to take ownership of  their 
own progress by engaging in activities where independent learning will be 
required. Activities during lessons will be varied and will include role plays, 
group work, presentations and report writing. Throughout the two years 
students will have the opportunity to go on many school trips including 
to ‘The Bank of  England’, ‘The Emirates Tour’ and an overseas trip to the 
Euro Disney, Paris. Students will also be given the chance to attend specific 
external workshops, to aid exam preparation.

Course content 
Topic units covered include:

1.  What is business?

2.  Managers, leadership and decision making

3.  Decision making to improve marketing performance

4.  Decision making to improve operational performance

5.  Decision making to improve financial performance

6.  Decision making to improve human resource performance

7.  Analysing the strategic position of  a business 

8.  Choosing strategic direction 

9.  Strategic methods: how to pursue strategies 

10. Managing strategic change 

Assessment 

UNIT/MODULE TYPE OF ASSESSMENT WEIGHTING 

Paper 1 Exam (Multiple choice, 
short answer questions and 
essay questions)

33.3%

Paper 2 Exam (Data response questions) 33.3%

Paper 3 Exam (Case study questions) 33.3%

Career opportunities 
By studying Business Studies you will open up a number of  different 
avenues in your overall career pathway. 

Almost three-quarters of  business studies graduates are in full-time 
employment six months after graduation. Of  this number, just over a fifth 
work as business, HR and finance professionals in areas such as chartered 
accountancy, business consultancy, tax, banking, city markets, human 
resources and insurance. Other popular areas of  work include marketing 
and sales accounts.

Around 12% of  graduates go on to further study or combine further study 
with work, often to gain a professional qualification or to further their 
expertise in a particular aspect of  business or management.
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BTEC Level 3 National 
Diploma in Business 
Examination Board: Pearson 
Syllabus: (720 GLH) 601/7157/1

Why choose to study BTEC Level 3 National 
Diploma in Business? 
Young people taking their first step into a new career need the right blend 
of  technical and academic skills to support them. And we know that 
employers and Higher Education are looking for highly skilled, job-ready 
individuals with a strong work ethic. That’s why we’ve chosen to offer the 
BTEC Level 3 National Diploma in Business! With over 5,000 universities, 
employers and professional bodies with employability at the heart, 
learners can develop the skills and confidence they will need to step into a 
prosperous future. Furthermore, 95% of  universities and colleges in the UK 
now accept BTECs – including Oxford University.

The BTEC Level 3 Diploma is designed for learners who want a strong core 
of  sector study. The BTEC Level 3 Diploma is equivalent to two A Levels. 
Therefore, the programme may be chosen alongside another A Level to 
support progression to higher education courses in business areas before 
entering employment. The additional qualification studied allow learners 
either to give breadth to their study programme by choosing a contrasting 
subject, or to give it more focus by choosing a complementary subject.

Course content
The content of  this qualification has been developed in consultation with 
universities to ensure that it supports progression to higher education, as 
well as, employers and professional bodies in order to confirm that the 
content is appropriate and consistent with current practice for learners 
planning to enter employment directly in the business sector.

The qualification gives learners the knowledge, understanding and skills that 
underpin the business sector that will prepare them for further study or 
training. The units which you will study are:

• Unit 1 Exploring Business (coursework)

• Unit 2 Developing a Marketing Campaign (task)

• Unit 3 Personal and Business Finance (exam)

• Unit 4 Managing an Event (coursework)

• Unit 5 International Business (coursework)

• Unit 6 Principles of  Management (task)

• A further 2 optional units (coursework)

Career opportunities
The qualification is recognised by higher education institutions as fully 
meeting admission requirements to many relevant courses in a variety 
of  areas in the business sector, as single or joint programmes at degree, 
foundation degree or HND level.

When studied with other qualifications in the study programme, learners 
can progress to higher education on combined courses. After this 
qualification, learners can progress directly to employment, however 
it is likely that many will do so via higher study. Areas of  employment 
include junior business roles in marketing, administration, finance, events 
management, HR, marketing and other related areas in the business sector, 
including higher apprenticeships.

Economics
Examination Board: OCR
Syllabus: H460

Why choose to study Economics? 
The economy is the backbone to our society and its importance has been 
ever more apparent in recent years. If  you have ever wondered why food 
prices increase when oil prices rise or why some jobs pay so much more 
than others or why the Government is involved in particular parts of  the 
economy then this subject is one that will interest you. During the course 
you will gain an informed opinion as to why certain things happen in our 
economy and how these things can have an impact on everyone in the UK. 
We will learn about the economic issues of  the day, investigate why we 
have a national debt, consider the problem of  unemployment and how it 
might be reduced. We will look at topical issues such as the “house price 
bubble” and interest rates. By the end of  the course you should be well 
informed about our economy and global issues in other parts of  the world. 

In Economics you will learn by reading, discussing and writing about 
the issues we study. The proximity to the many financial and economic 
institutions in the capital will provide us with an excellent opportunity 
to visit and see how the heart of  the economy works. So if  you have 
wondered what goes on in the Bank of  England, the importance of  
Government in the economy and how Britain fits into the global economy, 
this subject is the one for you.

Course content 
In Year 12, you will study two units. The first is “Microeconomics”.  
This explores how our economy works and what happens when things  
go wrong- this will include a study of  how and why the Government 
intervenes in the economy. The unit will look at the price we pay for 
the things we need and why prices may rise for unexpected reasons. 
The second unit is “Macroeconomics”. This provides students with 
an opportunity to study the big economic topics - these include 
unemployment, inflation, the balance of  payments and economic growth. 
In Year 13, we deepen our understanding of  microeconomics and 
macroeconomics completing a unit of  work in each. The final component 
of  the course is studied is “Themes in Economics”. This is synoptic in nature 
and provides students with the chance to use all their Year 12 learning and 
apply this to the real world through a series of  case studies.
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Assessment

UNIT/MODULE TYPE OF ASSESSMENT WEIGHTING 

Component 1:

Microeconomics  
(as study of  the workings 
and failings in markets)

Exam: 2 hours

Section A:  
Data response

Section B:  
Two essays from 4

Section A = 30 marks

Section B = 50 marks

33% of the final grade

Component 2:

Macroeconomics  
(a study of  the big 
whole economy topics 
like unemployment 
and inflation)

Exam: 2 hours

Section A:  
Data response

Section B:  
Two essays from 4

Section A = 30 marks

Section B = 50 marks

33% of the final grade

Component 3:

Themes in Economics  
(a study of  how the UK 
and the global economies 
work by looking at 
case studies)

Exam: 2 hours

Section A:  
Multiple Choice

Section B:  
Extended data response

Section A = 30 marks

Section B = 50 marks

33% of the final grade

Career opportunities
Many people studying Economics will choose to pursue the subject or 
a related subject at university. Careers in finance, banking, the financial 
sector and retailing are popular choices for students of  Economics. Some 
students may choose the apprenticeship route at eighteen in their chosen 
career area. Economics has been studied at higher education level by lots of  
popular and successful people in the world of  business, politics, journalism 
and broadcasting.

Mathematics
Examination Board: Edexcel
Syllabus: 9MA0

Why choose to study Mathematics?
An A Level in Mathematics is a qualification that is in high demand both by 
employers and universities. It is not just about getting ‘the answer’! It is about 
being able to use ‘mathematical’ skills to answer questions about a particular 
situation, to understand the way you did it, to be able to explain the method 
to someone else and convince them you are right. Put more simply it is about 
learning to think. Your two years studying Mathematics will be an enjoyable, 
rewarding, stimulating, challenging and empowering experience.

While studying mathematics you will be expected to:

• Simplify real life situations so that you can use mathematics to show  
what is happening and what might happen in different circumstances

• Demonstrate hard work, motivation and commitment in lessons and 
on your own. Every lesson generates private study and you will also be 
required to complete work in preparation for new topics

• Use technology to investigate topics in Pure Mathematics and Statistics

• Solve problems by using mathematical arguments and logic. You will 
also have to understand and demonstrate key concepts to define proof  
within mathematics

Course content and Assessment
The course includes:

• Algebraic methods and proofs (polynomials, inequalities and graphs)

• Co-ordinate geometry (points, circles and lines in 2-D)

• Simple and complex sequences and series

• Calculus (differentiation and integration techniques)

• An introduction to Statistics and Mechanics including Data Handling, 
Probability, Distributions, Kinematics, Vectors and Moments

UNIT/MODULE TYPE OF 
ASSESSMENT 

WEIGHTING 

Paper 1: Pure Mathematics 
Year 12 pure mathematics 
content – same content as AS 
paper 1 but tested at A level 
demand

Exam: 2 hours 100 marks

33% of  the final grade

Paper 2: Pure Mathematics 

Year 13 pure mathematics 
content – Year 12 content is 
assumed knowledge and can 
be tested

Exam: 2 hours 100 marks

33% of  the final grade

Paper 3: Statistics and 
Mechanics

Exam: 2 hours Statistics = 50 marks

Mechanics = 50 marks

33% of  the final grade

Career opportunities 
An A Level in Mathematics may be compulsory for degrees in Sciences 
(including Medicine), Engineering, Geography, Business Studies, Accountancy 
and Computing, and is increasingly becoming a requirement for other degrees 
such as Economics, Architecture and Psychology. 

All students intending to study Physics at ‘A’ level are advised to consider 
studying Mathematics at A Level. Researchers at the London School of  
Economics have recently found that people who have studied Mathematics can 
expect to earn up to 11% more than their colleagues, even in the same job!
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Further Mathematics
Examination Board: Edexcel
Syllabus: 9FM0

Why choose to study Further Mathematics? 
Further Mathematics qualifications are highly regarded by universities. 
Students who take Further Mathematics demonstrate a strong commitment 
to their studies, as well as learning advanced mathematics that is useful for 
any mathematically rich degree.

Course content and Assessment
Further Mathematics is offered as an additional qualification to A Level 
Mathematics. The A Level course includes:

• Complex numbers

• Mathematical proofs and further algebra and functions

• Differential equations

• Further calculus including number theory and matrix algebra

• Further vectors, further numerical methods and co-ordinate systems

• Discrete probability distributions including Poisson and binomial

• Chi Squared testing and the Central Limit Theorem

UNIT/MODULE TYPE OF 
ASSESSMENT 

WEIGHTING 

Paper 1:

Core Pure Mathematics 1

Exam: 1.5 hours 75 marks 
25% of  the final grade

Paper 2:

Core Pure Mathematics 2

Exam: 1.5 hours 75 marks 
25% of  the final grade

Paper 3:

Further Pure Mathematics 1

Exam: 1.5 hours 75 marks 
25% of  the final grade

Paper 4:

Further Statistics 1

Exam: 1.5 hours 75 marks 
25% of  the final grade

Career opportunities / Further opportunities 
Further Mathematics is an A Level qualification that broadens and deepens 
the mathematics covered in A Level Mathematics. An A Level in Further 
Mathematics is a highly regarded qualification both by universities and 
employers. An A Level in Further Mathematics may be compulsory for 
degrees in Actuary, Engineering and Mathematics, and is strongly advised 
for many other degrees like Financial Economics and Architecture.

Accounting
Examination Board: AQA
Syllabus: A-Level

Why choose to study Accounting? 
Accounting is the study of  the procedures used by organisations to 
record their financial transactions. A subject rooted in the business world, 
it combines well with A levels in Maths, Business Studies and Economics. 
It appeals to people with logical minds, good computational skills and an 
eye for detail.

A-level in Accounting could form a useful basis for a degree in Business 
Studies, Banking and Finance or any other numerate discipline. The course 
covers all the different types of  accounting, the methods used to verify 
information and the preparation of  final accounts and balance sheets. It also 
analyses the ways in which managers plan ahead and control an organisation’s 
financial activities through applications of  costing and budgeting, aided by 
information technology. Theory is applied by means of  practical exercises and 
includes case studies and report-writing.

Course content 
This qualification is linear. Linear means that students will sit all their exams at 
the end of the course.

Subject content
1.  An introduction to the role of  the accountant in business

2.  Types of  business organisation

3.  The double entry model

4.  Verification of  accounting records

5.  Accounting concepts used in the preparation of  accounting records

6.  Preparation of  financial statements of  sole traders

7.  Limited company accounts

8.  Analysis and evaluation of  financial information

9.  Budgeting

10.  Marginal costing

11.  Standard costing and variance analysis

12.  Absorption and activity based costing

13.  Capital investment appraisal

14.  Accounting for organisations with incomplete records

15.  Partnership accounts

16.  Accounting for limited companies

17.  Interpretation, analysis and communication of  accounting information

18.  The impact of  ethical considerations
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Computer Science
Examination Board: OCR
Syllabus: Computer Science A Level (H446)

Why choose to study Computer Science? 
The world around is becoming increasingly dependent on computer based/
microprocessor technologies. Advances in computing are transforming the 
way we work, rest and play. There is an increasing need and demand for 
people who are trained to maintain and further develop this technology. 
Computer Science is about problem solving and designing software based 
solutions. However, it is not just about programming, the course also has a 
strong emphasis on computational thinking along with developing knowledge 
of  a computer architecture and data structures. It is a highly academic 
subject that is perfect for logical thinkers and problem solvers, such as 
Mathematicians or Scientists.

Course content 

AS COURSE OVERVIEW ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW

Content is split into three 
components:

Component 1
The characteristics of  
contemporary processors, input, 
output and storage devices. 

Software and software 
development.

Exchanging data

Data types, data structures and 
algorithms

Legal, moral, cultural and 
ethical issues.

Component 2
Elements of  computational thinking

Problems solving and programming

Algorithms to solve problems and 
standard algorithms

NEA – Programming 
Project – Analysis of the 
problem
Design of the solution
Developing the solution
Evaluation and Testing
 

Paper 1 – 
Computer 
systems(01)

Written exam: 2 
hours 30 minutes

40% of  total 

A Level

140 marks

Paper 2 – 
Algorithms and 
programming(02)

Written exam: 2 
hours 30 minutes

40% of  total 

A Level 

140 marks

Programming 
Project (03)
Controlled 
assessment that will 
test student’s ability 
to use the knowledge 
and skills gained 
through the course to 
solve or investigate 
a practical problem. 
Students will be 
expected to follow a 
systematic approach 
to problem solving.

20% of  total 

A Level 

70 Marks

Career opportunities
This A Level has been designed for students who wish to go onto study 
Computer Technology/Engineering subjects at a higher level and/or 
take up careers in these fields. A strong knowledge of  Computing is also 
beneficial in many other fields like medicine and business for example. 
Computer Science is listed by leading Russell Group Universities 
as a useful qualification for the following degree courses: Medicine; 
Engineering; Mathematics; Economics; Psychology. 

Assessment 
There are 2 papers which will be sat at the end of  the 2 year course.  
See below for details.

Paper 1 
What’s assessed

Sections 1–8, 14–18 of  the subject content

How it’s assessed

• Written exam: 3 hours

• 120 marks

• 50% of  A-level

Questions

Three compulsory sections:

• Section A has 10 multiple choice questions and several short answer 
questions. The section is worth 30 marks.

• Section B has two structured questions each worth 20 marks.  
The section is worth 40 marks.

• Section C has two extended answer questions each worth 25 marks.  
The section is worth 50 marks.

Paper 2 
What’s assessed

Sections 1–3, 8–13, 17–18 of  the subject content

How it’s assessed

• Written exam: 3 hours

• 120 marks

• 50% of  A-level

Questions

Three compulsory sections:

• Section A has 10 multiple choice questions and several short  
answer questions. The section is worth 30 marks.

• Section B has two structured questions each worth 20 marks.  
The section is worth 40 marks.

• Section C has two extended answer questions each worth 25 marks.  
The section is worth 50 marks.

Before the qualification can be awarded, students must undertake  
both the assessments.

Career opportunities 
Studying Accounting will provide a student with one of  the most sought 
after skills in any business. An understanding of  the financial health is of  
utmost importance to any business, and all businesses employ the services 
of  accountants to look after their financial affairs. If  you decide to be an 
entrepreneur in future, become a thriving finance professional, or just lend 
a hand in the running of  your family business, accounting knowledge can be 
very useful for you.
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Geography
Examination Board: AQA
Syllabus: 7037/2

Why choose to study Geography?
“Geography is the subject which holds the key to our 
future.”
(Michael Palin)
Geography is inherently multidisciplinary in a world that increasingly values 
people who have the skills needed to work across the physical and social 
sciences. Geography is an excellent subject for acquiring a variety of  skills 
including research, problem-solving, critical thinking, statistical analysis, ICT 
skills, decision-making, group and individual presentation skills, teamwork, 
data collection and presentation. According to the Royal Geographical 
Society, 13% more students took the subject at A Level this year than last, 
up to 37,100 – the biggest jump of  any of  the major subjects.

Component 1: Physical Geography 
Written exam 2 hours 30 minutes – 96 marks – 40% of  A Level

Water and the Carbon Cycle: This section specifies a systems 
approach to the study of  water and carbon cycles. The content invites 
students to contemplate the magnitude and significance of  the cycles at 
a variety of  scales, their relevance to wider geography and their central 
importance for human populations.

Hot Deserts: Students will focus extreme hot desert, which are 
dynamic environments in which landscapes develop by the interaction of  
winds, water and sediments. The operation and outcomes of  fundamental 
geomorphological processes and their association with distinctive 
landscapes are readily observable.

Hazards: Here we will focus on the lithosphere and the atmosphere, 
which intermittently but regularly present hazards to human populations, 
often in dramatic and sometimes catastrophic fashion. By exploring the 
origin and nature of  these hazards and the various ways in which people 
respond to them, students are able to engage with many dimensions of  the 
relationships between people and the environment they occupy.

Component 2: Human Geography 
Written exam: 2 hours 30 minutes – 96 marks – 40% of  A Level

3.2.1 Global systems and global governance: Students will focus 
on globalisation – the economic, political and social changes associated with 
technological and other driving forces which have been a key feature of  
global economy and society in recent decades. Increased interdependence 
and transformed relationships between peoples, states and environments 
have prompted more or less successful attempts at a global level to manage 
and govern some aspects of  human affairs. Students contemplate many 
complex dimensions of  contemporary world affairs and their own place  
in and perspective on them. 

Changing Places: Students will focus on people’s engagement with 
places, their experience of  them and the qualities they ascribe to them 
which are of  fundamental importance in their lives. Students acknowledge 
this importance and engage with how places are known and experienced, 
how their character is appreciated and the factors and processes which 
bear upon these matters.

Population and the environment: Students will consider the 
continuing growth of human populations, associated with economic 
development and changing lifestyles, which continues to be one of the defining 
features of the present era. Migration change is significant at local and regional 
scales. Students will explore the relationships between population numbers, 
population health and wellbeing, levels of economic development and the role 
and impact of the natural environment. Engaging with these themes at different 
scales fosters opportunities for students to contemplate the reciprocating 
relationships between the physical environment and human populations and 
the relationships between people in their local, national and international 
communities.

Component 3: Geographical investigation (3,000–4,000 
words – 35 marks – 20% of A Level – marked by teachers – 
moderated by AQA)
Students complete an individual investigation which must include data 
collected in the field. The individual investigation must be based on a 
question or issue defined and developed by the student relating to any part 
of  the specification content. Students are required to attend and complete 
compulsory fieldwork to the following places:

The London Docklands (1 day) Slaton Ley, Devon (3 days) Optional 
International Trip.

Career opportunities
An A Level in Geography is the normal route into a Geography degree. 
There are a wide range of  other degrees that focus on a specific part 
of  Geography e.g. Earth Sciences, Development Studies, Environmental 
Sciences, Geology, Anthropology, Planning and International Relations. 
However the knowledge and broad range of  skills you use in Geography 
are useful for many careers in the private and public sector. Geography 
undergraduates will pursue a variety of  career choices including 
accountancy, marketing, law, banking, property, working for development, 
environment or sustainability organisations, working in GIS, the civil service 
and local government. According to the latest information from the Higher 
Education Careers Services Unit, only 5.8% of  geography graduates were 
still job-hunting six months after they graduated, against an average of  7.3%.
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History
Examination Board: Pearson Edexcel
Syllabus: Advanced Level GCE 9HI0

Why choose to study History? 
History is a dynamic, intriguing subject that makes sense of our present by 
investigating the past. By selecting History at advanced level, you’ll be taking 
your first steps on a journey that will take you deep into the individuals, 
societies, events and developments that have shaped and defined today. 
You’ll learn about seismic changes that have taken place around the world 
and the nations, people and ideas who were the driving forces behind 
them. In doing so, you’ll also learn, develop and refine skills that form the 
foundation of many degrees at respected universities; taking opportunities 
to work in groups, study independently and demonstrate your understanding 
and progression in a variety of  ways. As you do so, you’ll be challenged to 
research, interpret, critically evaluate and question a range of arguments, as 
well as formulating, structuring and justifying your own. Furthermore, you’ll 
have access to exciting opportunities to travel both within the UK and abroad, 
with a range of trips including those linked to modules 2 and 3 in planning. 

Course content 
Each module is designed to provide you with a broad yet deep 
understanding of  the significant events, individuals, societies, developments 
and issues within a historical context. Linked together by the themes of  
change and revolution, each explores a different and varied historical 
period. In the first year, your study will focus on the shift in power between 
the crown and the people in 17th century Britain, before examining the 
causes, course and consolidation of  the Russian Revolution of  1917. In your 
second year, the dynamism of  the Civil Rights era comes under focus in a 
module that examines a period that began with millions of  black Americans 
in slavery and ended with Barack Obama as President. A final coursework 
module will further engage your skills in analysis, judgement and evaluation 
by challenging you to question existing interpretations of  a past issue.

Assessment 

UNIT/MODULE TYPE OF ASSESSMENT WEIGHTING 

Breadth Study with 
Interpretations
1C: Britain, 1625 – 1701: 
conflict, revolution and 
settlement

An examination lasting 2 hours 
15 minutes. It is marked out of  
60 and comprises 5 questions 
from which students select 3 
to respond to.

30%

Depth Study
2C.2: Russia in revolution, 
1894 – 1924

An examination lasting 1 hour 
30 minutes. It is marked out of  
40 and comprises 3 questions 
from which students select 2 
to respond to.

20%

Themes in breadth 
with aspects in depth
39.1: Civil rights and race 
relations in the USA,  
1850 – 2009

An examination lasting 2 hours 
15 minutes. It is marked out of  
60 and comprises 5 questions 
from which students select 3 
to respond to.

30%

Coursework
Students carry out an 
independently-researched 
enquiry to analyse and 
evaluate interpretations

The assignment is marked  
out of  40.

20%

Career opportunities
History is a respected choice at A Level, fostering the development of  skills 
that are applicable to a wide range of  higher education courses and careers. 
These include Law, Journalism and Media, The Civil Service and Public Policy, 
Research and Education, Accountancy and Heritage and Curation careers.

Politics
Examination Board: Edexcel
Syllabus: 9PL0

Why choose to study Politics? 
Lively, relevant, controversial… there are many ways to describe A-level 
Politics. There’s no denying that it’s one of  the most interesting and engaging 
qualifications you can choose. 

Covering news and current affairs from the UK and global, it helps you 
understand both how the UK and the world are run and develops research, 
written communication and debate skills.

A Level Politics gives students a varied insight and an in depth foundation in 
UK and global government and politics. It help students to develop knowledge 
and understanding of the role politics plays in relation to current local, national, 
and global issues, as well as studying key thinkers and political ideas.

Topics are clearly and logically structured and include:
The three traditional ideologies of  Liberalism, Conservatism and Socialism. 
Also one of either: feminism, nationalism, multiculturalism, ecologism or 
anarchism.

Assessment will be divided in to three components made up of  3x2 
hour written exams which make up 33.3 % each of  the final qualification. 
This qualification is linear. Linear means that students will sit all their exams 
at the end of  the course.

Course content 
Component 1: UK Politics

Component 2: UK Government

Component 3: Global Politics

Career opportunities 
It’s ideal if  you’re considering studying politics, law, sociology, philosophy, 
ethics, advertising or journalism at university and is highly regarded by 
employers in industries including politics, international organisations,  
the media, the legal profession, government and the civil service.

Entry Requirements
Students will be required to achieve a 6 in English along with a B in History, 
Geography or Religious Studies. This will be in addition to gaining an 
average point score of  5.7.
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Religious Studies 
(Philosophy and Ethics)
Examination Board: AQA
Syllabus: 7062

Why choose to study Philosophy of  religion 
and Ethics?
The Religion, Philosophy and Ethics course provides an interesting 
challenge for students wishing to think and learn about important religious, 
philosophical and ethical issues in today’s world.

During the course you will learn in the following ways:

• Discussion and debating – this involves sharing your ideas and listening 
carefully and reflecting on the ideas of  others in order to reach a 
better understanding

• Making notes – this is a vital skill whether in school during lessons or in 
private study time- this will ensure you have the information needed to 
prepare you for the assessments

• Essay writing skills – this will help you to communicate your ideas clearly 
and coherently. It will also prepare you well for Year 13 assessments 
which involve extended written answers

• Reading – this course is demanding and requires you to be able to read 
extensively both in class and outside lesson time. As well as textbooks 
reading journals, magazines and newspapers will assist your progress as 
well as depth and breadth of  understanding

• Film and discussion programmes are extensively used to support  
your learning

• Student presentations are used to encourage responsibility and 
deepening your knowledge of  the course content. The preparation of  
these allows you to develop your individual research skills which will be 
valuable later

• Visits and visitors are arranged to help you understand the importance 
of  the topics we study outside the classroom. We take advantage of  the 
rich religious and cultural opportunities that living in London provides

Overview and Assessment 
Component 1: Philosophy of religion and ethics 

Written exam: 3 hours (50% of  A Level)

What’s assessed: 
Section A: Philosophy of religion

• Arguments for the existence of  God

• Evil and suffering

• Religious experience

• Religious language

• Miracles

• Self  and life after death

Sociology
Examination Board: AQA

Why choose to study Sociology?
Sociology is a fascinating insight into the social structures within our society. 
It encourages our students to assess, often critically, and evaluate the way in 
which our society is constructed through a range of  institutions: education 
and schooling, the family, crime and deviance and the media. Students 
will learn ways in which they can view the world around them; they will 
be encouraged to consider the theoretical concepts behind these social 
structures and the obvious and hidden impacts they have on the individual. 
In addition to this, students will consider the moral, practical and ethical 
merits and limitations of  how information about our society is gathered. 
Sociology lessons include debates, student presentations, written essay 
analysis and reading. 

As a result, students of  Sociology will become thoughtful, analytical and 
evaluative individuals who understand the way in which the society and 
community around them works. They will be encouraged to explore 
their own theories on society and develop their own ideas and opinions. 
They will explore their own moral and ethical ideas as well as understanding 
others’ perspectives. 

Students of  Sociology should consider the world around them. They may 
already have, or be starting to develop, their own ideas about how society 
works. It may be that they consider ways in which women in society are 
treated, or possibly the ways in which society treats different classes or 
ethnicities; these issues are at the heart of  studying Sociology.

Course content
AWARDING BODY: AQA WHAT STUDENTS WILL STUDY:

Paper 1: 

Education with Theory and 
Methods

33.3% of  A Level 

• The education system’s roles and functions 
in society

• Its relationship with gender, ethnicity and class

• The structures within the education system

• The way in which the education system 
socialises us

Paper 2: 

Topics in sociology:  
Families and households  
and The Media

33.3% of  A Level

• The roles and functions of the family in society

• The impact that the family/media have on 
individuals

• Different types of family/media and their effects

Paper 3: 

Crime and Deviance with 
Theory and Methods

33.3% of  A Level

• The role that Crime and Deviance plays in society

• The reasons behind criminal and deviant 
behaviour

• Understanding how data is collected

Minimum Entry Requirement G.C.S.E English Language grade 6 or above 

Career opportunities
An A Level in Sociology teaches students a wide variety of  skills applicable 
to many careers. An understanding of  society lends itself  well to careers 
involving people in primary teaching or social work. The evaluative 
skills learned are valuable in all professions: students of  Sociology have 
demonstrated their ability to assess, debate and deeply consider theories 
and ideas, which is useful for future lawyers or journalists. They have 
proven themselves able to apply theory our society, so could consider jobs 
in the Civil Service and the Government or in politics. Further education 
opportunities arise at the highest level: both Oxford and Cambridge offer 
courses related to Sociology in fields such as Social Anthropology.
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Section B: Ethics and religion

• Ethical theories

• Issues of  human life and death

• Issues of  animal life and death

• Introduction to meta ethics

• Free will and moral responsibility

• Conscience

• Bentham and Kant

Component 2: Study of religion and dialogues 
Written exam: 3 hours (50% of  A Level)

What’s assessed:  
Section A: Study of religion
For Christianity the following is covered: 

• Sources of  wisdom and authority

• God

• Self, death and the afterlife

• Good conduct and key moral principles

• Expression of  religious identity

• Religion, gender and sexuality

• Religion and science

• Religion and secularisation

• Religion and religious pluralism

Section B: The dialogue between philosophy of religion 
and religion.
How religion is influenced by, and has an influence on philosophy of  religion 
in relation to the issues studied.

Section C: The dialogue between ethical studies and 
religion.
How religion is influenced by, and has an influence on ethical studies in 
relation to the issues studied.

Career opportunities 
Studying Religion, Philosophy and Ethics at A level forms superb 
preparation for further education, a variety of  careers, as well as life in 
general. The knowledge and understanding gained provides an excellent 
platform for anyone interested in going into, for example: journalism, 
law, medicine and the arts. In addition, the skills learned will be vital for 
anyone who wishes to work with people, or those who will have to 
make important decisions or form strong opinions. This might include, 
for example: the civil service; social or community work; publishing or 
broadcasting; business, industry and commerce; or education.

Psychology
Examination Board: AQA A
Syllabus: 7181, 7182

Why choose to study Psychology? 
The Psychology A Level provides students with an in depth understanding 
of  human behaviour and the tools used to study human behaviour. During 
the A Level students will be introduced to a wide range of  research related 
to human behaviour. Psychology students will use their critical thinking skills 
to assess the validity of  the research. In addition students will apply their 
understanding of  human behaviour to a range of  scenarios taken from the 
real world. This subject is unique because it requires such a varied skill set. 
To succeed in this subject students must have strong scientific, mathematical 
and literacy skills. Mathematical skills are required when analysing and 
presenting data. Scientific skills are required when approaching human 
behaviour from a biological view point. A firm understanding of  the 
principles of  scientific inquiry are also required in order to design and 
critique research effectively. Strong literacy skills are required in order to be 
able to read extensively and write sophisticated essays. The range of  topics 
covered from, ‘Why do people conform?’ to ‘How is depression treated?’ 
along with the wide range of  skills required to succeed is what makes 
psychology such an interesting and challenging subject.

Course content

COMPULSORY UNITS

1: Social influence

2: Memory

3: Attachment

4: Psychopathology

5: Approaches in Psychology

6: Biopsychology 

7: Research methods

8: Issues and debates in psychology

OPTIONAL UNITS (The topics in bold are the topics that will be covered)

Option A
• 9 Relationships
• 10 Gender

• 11 Cognition and development

Option B
• 12 Schizophrenia

• 13 Eating behaviour
• 14 Stress

Option C
• 15 Aggression
• 16 Forensic psychology

• 17 Addiction
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Biology
Examination Board: AQA
Syllabus: 7402 

Why choose to study Biology? 
The A level Biology course allows students to gain an insight in the dynamic 
and exciting nature of  Biology in the 21st Century. The course will also 
cover the ethical, technological and economic aspects of  the subject. 
This course develops many of  the topics you may have already studied at 
GCSE and introduces you to some of  the exciting new areas of  Biology. 
The course will be delivered through lectures, demonstrations, producing 
posters and presentations. The teaching of  practical skills is integrated 
within the theoretical topics.

Students will have the opportunity to attend a residential field trip to 
develop their practical skills in ecology and marine biology. There will 
also be opportunities to attend lectures by leading scientists in the field of  
biology and to take part in The AS Biology Olympiad. The Biology course 
encourages students to read widely and think constructively. Biology 
goes well with a range of  subjects such as Chemistry, Physics Geography, 
Psychology and Maths.

Course content 
Year 1 A Level Biology: 

• Biological Molecules 

• Cells

• Organisms exchange substances with their environment

• Genetic information, variation and relationships between organisms

Year 2 A Level Biology:

• Energy transfers in and between organisms

• Organisms respond to changes in their internal and external 
environments

• Genetics, populations, evolution and ecosystems

• The control of  gene expression

Assessment A Level Biology 7402:

UNIT/
MODULE 

TYPE OF 
ASSESSMENT 

WEIGHTING QUESTIONS

Paper 1 Written 
exam; 2 hrs

91 marks

35% A Level 76 marks: Short and long answer 
questions. 15 marks: Extended 
response questions

Paper 2 Written 
exam; 2 hrs

91 marks

35% A Level 76 marks: Short and long answer 
questions. 15 marks: One 
comprehension question

Paper 3 Written 
exam; 2 hrs 

78 marks

30% A Level 38 marks: Structured questions, 
including practical techniques.  
15 marks: critical analysis of  
given experimental data.  
25 marks: one essay from a 
choice of  two titles

Psychology (Continued)

Assessment
PAPER 1 INTRODUCTORY TOPICS IN PSYCHOLOGY

What’s assessed? Compulsory Units 1 to 4 

How? Written exam worth 33.3% of  the A Level (2 hours)

Type of  questions Multiple choice, short answer questions and extended 
writing (including essay questions worth 16 marks)

PAPER 2 PSYCHOLOGY IN CONTEXT 

What’s assessed? Compulsory Units 5 – 7 

How? Written exam worth 33.3% of  the A Level (2 hours)

Type of  questions Multiple choice, short answer questions and extended 
writing (including essay questions worth 16 marks)

PAPER 3 ISSUES AND OPTIONS IN PSYCHOLOGY

What’s assessed? Compulsory Unit 8, plus one unit from Option A, B and C

How? Written exam worth 33.3% of  the A Level (2 hours)

Type of  questions Multiple choice, short answer questions and extended 
writing (including essay questions worth 16 marks)

Career opportunities
Through the course students have the opportunity to learn how to 
analyse arguments and evidence, test hypotheses and make informed 
judgements (all skills valued by Higher Education institutions and 
employers). Due to the wide range of  skills developed psychology is an 
excellent choice for students that are currently unsure about what they 
would like to do after sixth form. However the course is particularly 
relevant for those that are interested in careers that involve working 
with and/or helping other people, for example counselling, social work, 
teaching and human resources. There are also several different types  
of  psychologists (clinical, educational, forensic and occupational).  
Clinical psychologists assess and treat people with mental health 
problems. Educational psychologists help children with mental health 
problems by working with teachers and parents to support and advise 
them. Forensic psychologists mainly work with those involved in criminal 
activity. Occupational psychologist apply their understanding of  human 
behaviour to the world of  work.
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Career opportunities 
A qualification in Biology equips students with the skills of  literacy, 
numeracy, problem solving, social awareness and an ability to make 
connections in natural, social, economic, political and technological fields. 
These skills are transferable to most employment areas. The A level 
Biology course will provide an excellent foundation for a range of  university 
courses including; Astrobiology, Biological Sciences, Biomedical Sciences, 
Biochemistry, Dentistry, Evolutionary Biology, Genetics, Forensics, 
Medicine, Physiotherapy, Psychology and Radiotherapy. Biologists have 
specific opportunities in the pharmaceutical, clinical and health professions 
as well as conservation and scientific research.

Chemistry
Examination Board: AQA
Syllabus: 7405

Why choose to study Chemistry? 
The study of  Chemistry requires imagination, innovation and speculation 
in the design of  new materials stemming from the captivating and varied 
world of  the elements. Chemistry occupies a central position amongst 
the sciences due to the skills it requires such as problem solving, high 
level mathematics and of  course practical skills. This course provides 
excellent coverage of  the main branches of  Chemistry not only as a body 
of  knowledge but also as a field of  enquiry. Lessons will include a wide 
range of  activities including theoretical understanding to opportunities to 
demonstrate your experimental dexterity and data analysis skills. Observing 
chemistry in action is also an important part of  the course which will 
include visits to visits to universities such as University College London as 
well as attending relevant chemistry conferences.

Course content 
The course covers the three important areas of  chemistry:

Physical Chemistry, Inorganic chemistry and Organic chemistry.

In Physical chemistry students will build on their GCSE knowledge of  
atomic structure electron configuration and the various types of  bonding as 
well as discovering the mole, Avogadro’s constant and thermodynamics to 
name but a few areas of  study. 

Inorganic chemistry will include exploring the transition metals and their 
properties, substitution reactions and periodicity.

Organic chemistry involves the study of  the millions of  covalent 
compounds of  the element carbon from reaction mechanisms to aromatic 
chemistry. It also examines the variety of  techniques used to deduce the 
structures of  compounds such as nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

(NMR), mass spectrometry and infra-red spectroscopy.

Assessment 
UNIT/MODULE TYPE OF ASSESSMENT WEIGHTING 

• Aspects of  Physical 
Chemistry  
3.1.1 – 3.1.4 
3.1.6 – 3.1.8  
3.1.10 – 3.1.12

• All of  Inorganic Chemistry

• Relevant practical skills

A 2 hour written exam 
consisting of  short and long 
answer questions with a 
total of  105 marks

35%

• Aspects of  Physical 
Chemistry  
3.1.2 – 3.1.6 
3.1.9

• All of  Organic Chemistry

• Relevant practical skills

A 2 hour written exam 
consisting of  short and long 
answer questions with a 
total of  105 marks

35%

• Synoptic paper covering 
the entire specification

A 2 hour written exam 
consisting of:

• 40 marks of  questions on 
practical techniques and 
data analysis

• 20 marks of  questions 
testing across the 
specification

• 30 marks of  multiple 
choice questions short 
and long answer questions 
with a total of  105 marks

30%

Career opportunities 
Studying Chemistry provides you with a platform to pursue any science 
based career. It is the recommend A Level science to study for a number 
of  popular degrees including medicine, dentistry, veterinary science, 
pharmacology, chemical engineering, biochemistry, biomedical sciences  
and even marine biology.
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Physics
Examination Board: OCR 

Syllabus: Physics A (H556)

Why choose to study Physics?
Physics is the study of  everything there is even if  it is hard to see and 
sometimes hard to understand, from the subatomic to the infinity (possibly) 
of  space, but it is also a very practical subject. You will learn to explore 
and evaluate the theories that attempt to explain the entire universe and 
everything it contains. Scientists know that we cannot explain everything, but 
it cannot, and should not, stop us trying. There is currently no understanding 
of  why we cannot see most of  the universe we know is there. We do not 
know why the rate of  expansion of  the universe is increasing, but we are 
trying. Scientists do know why the sky is blue and why every rainbow is 
unique to you. If  your immediate response to not knowing something is to 
probe and question, then Physics is for you. You will learn to investigate, 
analyse, evaluate and interpret, work independently and collectively, and if  
you are very lucky you may find out if  duck quacks echo.

Course content 
The course includes the Foundations of  Physics, Energy and Electricity, 
Thermal Physics, Astrophysics, Quantum Physics, Nuclear and Particle 
Physics, Waves and Medical Science.

A Level – Course Overview
COURSE OVERVIEW ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW

Content is split into six teaching modules:

• Module 1: Development of practical 
skills in physics 

• Module 2: Foundations of physics 

• Module 3: Forces and motion 

• Module 4: Electrons, waves and 
photons 

• Module 5: Newtonian world and 
astrophysics 

• Module 6: Particles and medical physics 

Component 01 assesses content from 
modules 1, 2, 3 and 5

Component 02 assesses content from 
modules 1, 2, 4 and 6

Component 03 assesses content from all 
modules (1 to 6)

Modelling physics (01) 100 marks 

2 hours 15 minutes written paper 

37% of  total A-Level

Exploring physics (02) 100 marks 

2 hours 15 minutes written paper 

37% of  total A-Level

Unified physics (03) 70 marks 

1 hour 30 minutes written paper

26% of  total

Practical endorsement in physics (04)* 
(non-exam assessment)

Reported separately

Career opportunities
Physics is one of  the three most highly regarded subjects by all universities 
and colleges, mainly because of  the analytical elements, and is therefore 
a useful subject to study no matter what your ultimate studies or career 
may be. It is not a requirement, but is a preferred subject for medicine, 
engineering, architecture, robotics, geology and computing. Surprisingly, it  
is also a very common subject for those working in the major financial 
centres of  the world as it is a highly sought after degree for banks, 
brokers and analysts. Some people spend their entire careers in research 
establishments such as CERN or working on the giant telescopes in such 
amazing places as Hawaii and Chile.
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English Literature
Examination board: AQA
Syllabus: Specification: A

Why choose English Literature?
Great writers have helped to shape the minds of  future generations for 
centuries. Not only will an A-Level in English Literature broaden your 
understanding of  the written word, but it will help you to develop your 
personal viewpoint, promote independent thought and it will challenge  
your perceptions and how you view the world. 

Over the two year A Level course, students will be exposed to a breadth 
of  authors, ranging from pre-1900 writers such as William Shakespeare 
and Thomas Hardy, to the work of  contemporary American writers, like 
Alice Walker and Tennessee Williams. The course covers poetry, prose 
and drama and assessment of  the course combines both coursework and 
examination. This is complemented by student presentations, research 
projects, debates, lectures and creative writing opportunities. In addition, 
the curriculum is enriched through trips to the theatre and literary events. 
Not only will you develop your understanding of  how writers shape their 
language and your close analysis skills, but you will leave the two year A2 
course with a life-long love of  reading, creativity in writing and a passion for 
literature as a subject. 

English Literature students should be avid readers, not just of  the core 
texts; they should read independently and widely in their own time. Lessons 
will involve both individual and group work and students are encouraged to 
develop oral skills through debate and discussion. 

Course content 
A2 Paper One: Love through the Ages – study of  three texts: pre-1900 
poetry anthology, one prose text, and one Shakespeare play. Assessed by a 
written examination. (40% of  A-Level).

A2 Paper Two: Texts in Shared Contexts – study of  three texts from 
1945 to the present day. Assessed by written examination. (40% of  
A-Level).

A2 Non-Exam Assessment: Texts across Time – comparative critical 
study of  2 texts, at least one of  which must have been written pre-1900. 
Assessed by 1 extended essay (2,500 words) and a bibliography (20% of  
A-Level).

Minimum entry requirement – GCSE English Literature 6,  
GCSE English Language 6.

Career opportunities
An English Literature A-Level student will leave the two year course with 
broad academic abilities and strong written skills, as well as an ability to 
form your own individual opinions; you will leave this course as a self-
reflective person and with a better sense of  your own personal tastes and 
interests. Future studies within the field of  English at university are well 
suited to this course. Moreover, an English Literature A-Level qualification 
also complements most other career paths, such as advertising, law, 
journalism, writing, The Civil Service and education. 

English Language  
and Literature
Examination board: AQA

Why choose English Language and Literature?
English Language and Literature is an exciting course that allows students to 
consider how Language and Literature inform each other, rather than seeing 
them as separate entities. Creative minds will enjoy exploring a range of  
writing opportunities, while analysing a breadth of  Literature alongside. 

The variety this course offers enables students to become original, critical 
and independent young people as they delve in to the imagination of  some 
of  our greatest writers and develop their own. 

In addition to the possibility of  looking at literary greats such as Margaret 
Atwood, Tennessee Williams, F. Scott Fitzgerald and Carol Ann Duffy, 
students will study a range of  non-fiction and non-literary material across 
the two year A2 course. Language analysis will be taken further as students 
are expected to identify salient features through close focused study; 
students will then enrich their critical reading of  the original pieces by 
writing their own re-creative work. The course will be assessed through 
both examination and coursework which will be complemented by student 
presentations, research projects, debates, lectures and creative writing 
opportunities. In addition, the curriculum is enriched through trips to the 
theatre and academic events. 

English Language and Literature students should be avid readers, not just 
of  the core texts; they should read independently and widely in their 
own time. They should also have a love of  creative writing, with flair and 
originality. Lessons will involve both individual and group work and students 
are encouraged to develop oral skills through debate and discussion. 

Course content 
A2 Paper One: Telling Stories – students learn the way in which writers 
and speakers present stories, drawing on their everyday experiences of  
storytelling in different modes and on published texts. Assessed by written 
examination (40% of  A Level).

A2 Paper Two: Exploring Conflict – here students learn the ways in 
which writers and speakers use language and will be required to adopt a 
close language focus. This will lead to re-creative writing inspired by the 
original text complemented by a critical commentary. Assessed by written 
examination (40% of  A Level).

A2 Independent Critical Study: Making Connections – this is a 
personal investigation that explores a specific technique or theme in both 
literary and non-literary texts. Assessed by 1 extended essay (2,500 – 3000 
words) (20% of  A Level).

Minimum entry requirement – GCSE English Literature 6,  
GCSE English Language 6.

Career opportunities
An English Language and Literature A-Level student will leave the two year 
course with broad academic abilities and strong written skills, as well as an 
ability to form your own individual opinions; you will leave this course as a 
self-reflective person and with a better sense of  your own personal tastes 
and interests. Future studies within the field of  English and Linguistics at 
University are well suited to this course. Moreover, an English Language and 
Literature A-Level qualification also complements many other career paths, 
such as advertising, law, business, psychology, journalism, writing, The Civil 
Service and education.
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French
Examination Board: AQA
Syllabus: (7652)

Why choose to study French? 
If  you want the ‘X-factor’, something to make you stand out, then studying 
a language will do just that. During your French A Level, you will develop all 
the skills that are required in several other subjects: comprehension, essay 
writing, analysing and evaluating literature, debating, problem solving and 
delivery of  presentations – but what makes you special, is you will be doing 
it all in another language.

A Level French will provide a variety of  study areas, which will challenge 
you and provide a deeper insight into another culture and society. The set 
topics you will study in your first year are: social issues and trends; political 
and artistic culture; grammar and study of  a literary text or film. 

Studying A Level French will expand your linguistic abilities, providing you 
with a sound basis for further study, as well as offering you an opportunity 
to immerse yourself  into an alternative perspective. In order to develop 
your range of  skills and express yourself  independently, you will learn 
through a mixture of  class teaching, individual and group study, debates, 
visits, lectures and discussions. You will use authentic material and be 
required to read and discuss literature, in short extracts, use the internet, 
newspapers and magazines to research and support arguments.

Course content 
A LEVEL (7652) Core Content

1.  Social issues and trends

2.  Political and artistic culture

3.  Grammar

4.  Literary texts and films

5.  Individual Research Project

A LEVEL EXAMINATION (7652)

Paper 1: Listening, Reading and Writing
50% of  A Level

2 hours 30 minutes written examination

100 marks

Paper 2: Writing
20% of  A Level

2 hours written examination

80 marks

Paper 3: Speaking 
30% of  A Level

21 – 23 minutes oral examination (including 5 minutes preparation time) 

60 marks

Career opportunities 
A Level linguists are rare and highly sought after by various sectors of  
industry. The study of  a foreign language not only facilitates travel abroad; 
it also enhances employment prospects, both in Europe and worldwide. 
There are opportunities available to competent linguists in: International 
Business, Commerce & Finance, Education, Civil Service, Translation, Law, 
Travel & Tourism, Retail, Engineering, ICT and Journalism. Possible degree 
courses include French & Politics, French & Linguistics, Francophone Studies 
& Spanish and French with Business Studies. A language module is often 
available for students in most degrees and Higher Education courses, which 
involves spending time abroad.
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Spanish
Examination Board: AQA
Syllabus: (7692)

Why choose to study Spanish?
Being able to speak a foreign language well is a pretty inspirational aim.  
It will support any career you may choose, opening doors and presenting 
opportunities for employment, experiences and personal development.

A Level Spanish will provide a variety of study areas, which will challenge you 
and provide a deeper insight into another culture and society. The set topics 
you will study in your first year are: Aspects of Spanish-speaking society: 
current trends (Traditional and modern values, Cyberspace and Equality of  
the sexes); Artistic culture in the Spanish-speaking world (The influence of  
idols, Regional identity in Spain and Cultural heritage); Grammar and study of a 
literary text or film. In your second year, you will develop and build on the skills 
acquired at AS Level and study topics including: Multiculturalism in Hispanic 
Society (Immigration, Racism and Cohabitation) ; Aspects of political life in 
the Spanish-speaking world (Young people of today, citizens of tomorrow, 
Monarchies and dictatorships and Popular movements); Grammar and an 
Individual research project.

Studying A Level Spanish will expand your linguistic abilities, providing you 
with a sound basis for further study, as well as offering you an opportunity 
to immerse yourself  into an alternative perspective. In order to develop 
your range of  skills and express yourself  independently, you will learn 
through a mixture of  class teaching, individual and group study, debates, 
visits, lectures and discussions. You will use authentic material and be 
required to read and discuss literature, in short extracts, use the internet, 
newspapers and magazines to research and support arguments.

Course content 
A LEVEL (7692) Subject Content

1. Social issues and trends

2. Political and artistic culture

3. Grammar

4. Literary texts and films

5. Individual research project

A LEVEL EXAMINATION (7692)

Paper 1: Listening, Reading and Writing
50% of  A Level

2 hours 30 minutes written exam

100 marks

Paper 2: Writing
20% of  A Level

2 hours written exam

80 marks

Paper 3: Speaking 
30% of  A Level

21 – 23 minutes oral examination (including 5 minutes preparation time)

60 marks

Career opportunities
A Level linguists are rare and highly sought after by various sectors of  
industry. The study of  a foreign language not only facilitates travel abroad; 
it also enhances employment prospects, both in Europe and worldwide. 
There are opportunities available to competent linguists in: International 
Business, Commerce & Finance, Education, Civil Service, Translation, Law, 
Travel & Tourism, Retail, Engineering, ICT and Journalism. Possible degree 
courses include French & Politics, French & Linguistics, European Studies 
& Spanish and Spanish with Business Studies. A language module is often 
available for students in most degrees and Higher Education courses, which 
involves spending time abroad.
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Physical Education
Examination Board: AQA

Why choose to study Physical Education? 
Have you ever considered what it takes to become a sports performer at the 
highest level? Beyond just the physical performance, a range of factors can 
contribute to the success or failure of an individual in sporting competition. 
The A Level Physical Education course provides you with a unique opportunity 
to investigate such factors through the study into the physiology, psychology 
and sociology of sports performance.

The A Level course comprises of  a mixture of  both theory and practical 
lessons which complement each other in providing you with a range of  varied 
learning tasks and experiences. The structure of  the course allows you to gain 
a deeper understanding of  how the human body responds and develops as a 
result of  exercise, whilst further examining the importance of  psychology and 
skill acquisition in determining successful sporting performance. 

Whilst particular emphasis is placed on underpinning theoretical knowledge 
through written assessments and examinations, the course provides 
opportunities for you to develop and refine your own sporting performance 
through adopting practical roles such as the performer or coach.

Course content 
The A Level course consists of  3 core Units:

Unit 1: Factors affecting participation in physical activity 
and sport

Within this unit, learners will cover the following:

• Applied anatomy & physiology

• Skill acquisition

• Sport & society

Unit 2: Factors affecting optimal performance in physical  
activity & sport

Within this unit, learners will cover the following:

• Exercise physiology and biomechanics

• Sport psychology

• Sport and society and technology in sport

Unit 3: NEA – Practical performance in physical activity 
and sport

Within this unit, learners will cover the following:

• Practical performance assessment in the full sided version of  one activity

• Performance analysis assessment

UNIT/MODULE TYPE OF ASSESSMENT WEIGHTING 

Unit 1

Factors affecting 
participation in physical 
activity and sport

2 hour written exam 105 marks

35% of  A Level

Unit 2

Factors affecting optimal 
performance in physical 
activity and sport

2 hour written exam 105 marks

35% of  A Level

Unit 3

Practical performance 
in physical activity and 
sport

Internally assessed, 
externally moderated.

Practical performance & 
written / verbal analysis 
of  performance

90 marks

30% of  A Level

Career opportunities
The combination of  practical and theory units within the A Level Physical 
Education course provides an excellent foundation for continued, 
specialist study into sports and exercise science. The skills learned within 
the course will prepare you for a future in a range of  sport-orientated 
professions including physiotherapy, fitness, health & leisure and coaching. 
The comprehensive physiological and psychological content studied within 
the course provides an excellent foundation for those wishing to pursue 
further studies in psychology, sociology and the applied sciences.
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Health and Social Care 
BTEC Level 3 National
Examination Board: Pearson

Why chose to study Health and Social Care? 
The Health and Social Care sector comprises two sub sectors, health care 
and social care. Health care encompasses all hospital activities, medical 
nursing homes and GP services, for example. The social care sector includes 
residential nursing care, residential nursing facilities, residential care facilities, 
domiciliary care and social work. Students are able to progress into work in 
the sector through degree programmes in nursing, midwifery, social work, 
physiotherapy, occupational therapy and pharmacy, for example. There are 
more than 300 distinct career paths in this sector.

This qualification is designed to support progression to higher education 
when taken as part of  a programme of study that includes other appropriate 
BTEC Nationals or A Levels. The Health & Social Care Level 3 National 
consists of  3 options; The Pearson BTEC Level 3 National Extended 
Certificate in Health and Social Care. This qualification is equivalent 
in size to one A Level, 4 units of  which 3 are mandatory and 2 are external. 
The Pearson BTEC Level 3 National Diploma in Health and Social Care. 
This qualification is equivalent in size to two A’ Levels, 8 units of  which 6 
are mandatory and 3 are external. This qualification has been designed to 
account for two-thirds of  a two-year, full-time study programme for learners 
who are intending to go onto further study in a related sector. The Pearson 
BTEC Level 3 National Extended Diploma in Health and Social Care. 
This qualification supports access to a range of  higher education courses. It is 
intended as an Applied General qualification for post16 students wanting to 
continue their education through applied learning and who aim to progress 
to higher education, and probably to employment in the health and social 
care sector. The qualification is equivalent in size to 3 A Levels. Students will 
complete 13 units of  which 8 are Mandatory and 4 are external. No prior 
study of  Health and Social care is needed to study any of  the Health & Social 
courses, but students will need an Average Point Score of  5, GCSE grade 5 in 
English and Maths and CC in Core and Additional Science.

Course content 
The content of  this qualification has been developed in consultation with 
higher education to ensure it supports progression towards higher study. 
Employers and professional bodies have also been involved, in order to 
confirm that the content is also appropriate for those interested in working in 
the sector. The units studied will be dependant on the Health & Social Care 
course that is studied.

Mandatory Units (Units in bold are externally assessed):

• Human Lifespan Development
• Working in Health and Social Care
• Anatomy and Physiology for Health and Social Care
• Enquiries into Current Research in Health and Social Care
• Meeting Individual Care and Support Needs

• Principles of  Safe Practice in Health and Social Care

• Promoting Public Health

• Work experience in Health and Social Care

Optional units:

• Sociological Perspectives

• Psychological Perspectives

• Supporting Individuals with Additional Needs

• Nutritional Health

• Understanding Mental Wellbeing

The course embodies a fundamentally learner-centred approach to the 
curriculum. It has a flexible, unit-based structure and knowledge applied 
in project-based assessments. Throughout the course, the practical, the 
interpersonal and thinking skills are developed, skills which are crucial to be 
able to succeed in employment. Due to the nature of  the Extended Diploma 
in Health & Social Care, students are required to undertake a minimum of  
100 hours work experience as part of  the course. This will enable them to 
develop a better understanding of  the demands of  the Health & Social Care 
sector and for students to demonstrate their commitment and interest in the 
sector when applying for further study.

Career opportunities 
The qualification is intended to carry UCAS points and is recognised by HE 
providers as meeting admission requirements for many relevant courses, 
for example BSc (Hons) in Nursing, BA (Hons) in Social Work and BSc 
(Hons) in Physiotherapy. 

The health studies pathway within the qualification is more scientific 
in nature, and students will select from a wide range of  health science 
units. This will support students when applying for degree and training 
programmes including radiography and midwifery nursing. 

This qualification is supported by the following higher education institutions; 
University of  Sheffield, The University of  Manchester, University of  
Exeter, University of  East Anglia University of  Huddersfield, University of  
Chichester, Kingston University, Southampton Solent University, University 
College Birmingham and the University of  the West of  England. 
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